2000 kia sephia transmission

So how do you find out what problems are occurring? Any duplicates or errors? It's not us.
Don't waste your time wasting ours! If you are interested in advertising a for-profit service,
contact us. Find something helpful? Spread the word. Share on Facebook Retweet this page
Email this page. Add Complaint. Transmission on vehicle was fixed 7 times. The transmission
would slip, shift hard and at times the reverse gear would not work. Front rotors warped.
Constant problem with check engine light. Pulled off road, put car in park, shut off car, waited a
couple of minutes, restarted car, no problem at that point with shifting. Called dealership in
brandon who replaced transmission spoke with andy advised him what had happened. He
stated it was an electrical problem and it was reseting itself once the car was turned off. He said
he would get in touch with his technical people to find out what to replace to fix car. I have
called andy every day, sometimes twice a day and all I can get from him is his people will not
return his call and in turn andy is not returning my calls. The check engine light is still coming
on and now you have to bump the starter a couple of times to get the car cranked. The starter
was not giving me a problem until the transmission was replaced. All I am asking is for this car
to be properly fixed. The transmission has been replaced four times since the consumer owned
the vehicle. The vehicle is currently in the shop waiting for a fifth transmission. Search
CarComplaints. I have had the transmision replaced twice in my Sephia, and it is about to quit
again. While driving engine light came on and overdrive light flickered. Then, vehicle hesitated
to accelerate. Per dealership this was due to transmission failure. Our Kia Sephia is a lemon. We
have had to replace the brakes four times because of premature ware and shaking due to poor
design. We received the car with a dead battery. We are on our third battery. We were on our
third set of tires before 30, miles. The gear shift will stick so that you can not take it out of park.
The weather molding is falling off. Check engine light goes on and they could not keep it from
coming on. This is the third time to be replaced and fixed transmission. Consumer stated that
while driving at any speed and without the transmission failed causing the vehicle not to
accelerate. Dealer replace transmission three times. Have two witnesses with signatures from
place of employment who have signed statements that they tried to get gear shift lever out of
park without success. Car goes out of bumper to bumper warranty in less than miles. Power
train warranty still in effect. Informed company that refund is desired. Filed with BBB here in ca
as required. This problem presents a real danger to myself if can't get car out of park; can't trust
car. Consumer was unable to shift out of park intermittently. Vehicle been to the dealer on six
occasions, and problem has continued. Feel free to provide any further information. After
vehicle had been in an accident fuel system did shut down, causing transmission and other fuel
to leak out. The gear shifter gets stuck, it is hard to release from park. Transmission failed for
second time while driving. Dealer notified. Transmission failed while driving vehicle, it would
run roughly. When vehicle was driven a certain distance and tried to accelerate vehicle would
not accelerate. Contacted dealer and dealer stated warranty expired. I have had to have a power
steering, rack and pinion, 4 sets of brakes going on 5. I have had to have my tires rotated more
times than necessary. The brakes makes a grinding, rattling noise when I try to stop. When I
press on the brakes it doesn't stop quickly. The gaskets around the door ifs falling off. The
radio will shut off for no reason. The heater works when it's hot outside. The windshield was
leaking. It has since been repaired. Sometimes the car wont crank after sitting for a while it will
crank. The engine light comes on. The glove box fell apart. I have computer problems and
wiring problems. The gears are hard to put in reverse and then when it finally pops into gear it
makes a loud popping sound. It slow to put in drive and then it will take off real fast almost
making you run into something. Not what you are looking for? Search for something else:.
David Hobbs helped make these videos. This video shows you how to add transmission fluid to
your Kia Sephia. Before adding transmission fluid, make sure that your engine was running
when you checked the fluid level. If the transmission fluid level on your Sephia is low, you need
to add fluid through the dipstick tube. Kia has been developed sophisticated transmissions
through years and it is critical that you add the exact type of transmission fluid stipulated by
your owner's manual typically in the back of the manual in a section titled Fluid Capacities.
When adding transmission fluid to your Sephia, be sure to add it slowly as the transmission
fluid capacity is reached quickly and it is difficult to remove excess fluid if you overfill. If you
are having problems with the transmission in your Sephia, such as clunky shifting or hesitation,
check the fluid level first - it is amazing how many drivers pay thousands of dollars for
transmission work when a half quart of transmission fluid would have fixed the problem. Hans
Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on their cars. He has
broad expertise on basic repair procedures covering the majority of cars on the road.
Transmissions that leak fluid usually have never been flushed and the seal is finally leaking.
The right stop leak product can cure a lot. The best way to fix leaking hoses is to replace them,
but if you don't have time, a stop leak product might work for you. Car companies often use the

same engines in different cars. They also slightly alter the styling and sell the same car by two
different names amongst other tricks to help offset development costs. Our system selects the
most applicable video for your car based, in part, on these characteristics. The video displayed
may not look exactly like your car, but may be relevant enough for you to get a good idea how
to do it. Getting Started - Prepare for the repair. Sedan 4 Door. Share on. Full list of part and
tools. Author Hans Angermeier has produced over , videos showing drivers how to fix things on
their cars. How to seal minor transmission fluid leaks. Minor transmission fluid leaks can often
be fixed with the right sealant - see how to do this. Dealing with minor transmission fluid leaks.
Fix leaky hoses. See all videos for the Hyundai Elantra. We have a massive and growing video
library, but we don't have everything This convention continued on with the second generation
version, which was also badged Kia Shuma and Kia Spectra. The first-generation Kia Sephia is
the first car that was actually designed by Kia with their own chassis. The car was presented in
September to replace the aging Capital , which was rapidly losing market share. The Sephia
proved quite successful, selling over , in its first full year in the home market In the United
States, sales began in late for the model year. This was the first Kia to be exported to the US.
Kia licensed the engine design from Mazda, but manufactured it themselves. It was launched in
Europe in the spring of as the Kia Sephia in some markets and in others, including the United
Kingdom, as the Kia Mentor. It was similar in size to best-selling European small family cars like
the Ford Escort , but was priced similarly to smaller cars like the Ford Fiesta. In Brazil, the car
went on the market in March It was only offered with the 1. Kia presented a conceptual
convertible version of the first generation Sephia, which was named "Kia Sephia Cabrio" at
some auto shows. The Sephia-derived Timor S5 series was meant to become the national car of
Indonesia , and was sold there in the mids. Timor also had plans in place for an "SWi" station
wagon and a "SLi" limousine. Between June and July , 39, cars were imported. Escaping import
tax, luxury tax, and an import surcharge meant that the Timor was sold at half the price of a
comparable Toyota Corolla. In , the Sephia was completely redesigned as a four-door sedan and
five-door liftback, this time in-house by Kia itself with help from Mazda. Kia used a DOHC 1. In
South Korea, the Sephia label was retired in and replaced by the Spectra. The Sephia
production totals were , The North American market received the Sephia sedan for the model
year. For the model year, the liftback variant was launched, sold under the name " Kia Spectra ".
The Sephia sedan and Spectra liftback continued to be sold alongside one another until the
model year updates were introduced. As part of this update, both body variants were facelifted,
and the range was rationalized under the single "Kia Spectra" name. The Spectra liftback was
also assembled in Malaysia between and The second generation Sephia sedan and liftback were
badged "Mentor" in Australia [10] when released in May From June , [11] following the change
of distributor in Australia to Ateco, [10] Kia discontinued the sedan variant and rebadged the
liftback "Shuma". When the car was facelifted once more in May , [10] Kia rebranded it once
more to "Spectra". Although the Sephia's successor, the Kia Cerato , was released in , this
replacement vehicle was still named Sephia for Latin America until , [ citation needed ] when it
was discontinued in favor of the name Spectra, as used in North America. Some models of the
first generation Kia Rio, were sold in certain countries of South America, such like Colombia, as
"Sephia Taxi" already prepared with the legal requirements to work as Taxi cabs, including the
yellow body paint. The Sephia Taxi came with the smaller displacement engine for that body 1.
Some models of the Kia Forte , were also prepared to be sold as taxi cabs for certain countries
of Latin America. The Grand Sephia has the smaller displacement engine available for that body
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Compact car C. Transverse front-engine, front-wheel drive. Pride Y. Fiat Peugeot Compact SUV.
Sportage NB Retona AM. Compact MPV. Carens RS. Carnival KV-II. Bongo Wide. Bongo

Frontier. Granbird I. See also: List of Kia vehicles. City car. Visto MXL. Picanto SA. Picanto TA.
Picanto JA. Ray TAM. Pegas AB. Rio DC. Rio JB. Rio UB. Rio YB. Cerato LD. Forte TD. Forte YD.
Forte BD. K4 PF. Optima MS. Optima MG. Optima TF. Optima JF. K5 DL3. Stinger CK. K8 GL3.
K9 I KH. K9 II RJ. Subcompact SUV. Sonet QY. KX Cross UC. KX3 KC. KX3 SP2. Seltos SP2. Niro
DE. Sportage SL. Sportage QL. Sportage Zhipao NP. Mid-size SUV. KX7 QM. Sorento BL.
Sorento XM. Sorento UM. Sorento MQ4. Telluride ON. Mohave HM. Venga YN. Soul AM. Soul PS.
Soul SK3. Carens UN. Carens RP. Carnival VQ. Carnival YP. Carnival KA4. Granbird II. Compact
car. Mid-size car. Full-size car. Subcompact CUV. Compact CUV. Mid-size CUV. Select your
vehicle options to narrow down results. View by Part Code. Add To Cart. Arm-Change 0FB.
Ball-Steel K Bar-Extention Assy 0K2C Bolt K Bolt 0K2AA. Bolt MB Bolt 0K30A Bolt 0K9B Bolt
KB. Bolt-Interlock 0G Part Name Code: Bolt-Reamer 0F Bolt-Reamer 0K Boot KKY Boot 0GA.
Part Name Code: A. Bracket-Cable 0B Bracket-Cable 0K2A Bush KKY Cam-Lock MH Cap MD
Clip 0B Clip-Change 0K2AA. Cover 0K2A Cover 0K9AA. End-Shift 5. R 0G Fork-Shift 3, 4 0GA.
Fork-Shift 5 0GA. Gasket-Control Cable 0K Joint Assy 0GC. Knob-Change 0K Knob-Change
0K24FA. Knob-Gearshift Lever 0K2A Part Name Code: K. Lever Assy-Change 0FE. Lever
Assy-Reverse 0GC. Lever Assy-Reverse Y Lever-Control 0FA. Nut 0F Nut K Nut 0K9B
Nut-Flange K Nut-S
66 duramax belt routing
midwest wikipedia
2005 silverado fuel pump
elf Lock K Nut-Self Locking K Part Name Code: AA. Nut-Self Locking 0K2A O-Ring K Part Name
Code: C. Packing K Part Name Code: K Pin-Dowel 0K Pin-Dowel K Pin-Spring 0K Pin-Spring K
Pin-Stopper "R" 0M Pipe 0FA. Part Name Code: B. Pipe-D KKY Plate Assy-Unit Gud. Plug-Blind
K Plug-Hex Socket KB. Plug-Hex Socket KF. Ring-Snap Rod Assy-Control 0K9A Rod-Change
0K20N Rod-Control 0K2AC. Rod-Control 0K2AD. Rod-Control 0K2C Rod-Shift 5. Screw K Screw
0K Require Quantity: 2. Screw-Tapping K Seal 0K2A Part Name Code: F. Seal-Ball MP Seal-Oil
MFA. Seat-Ball MDA Selector 0GB. Shaft Assy-Select 0G Shaft-Reverselever 0GA.
Sleeve-Interlock 0G Spacer 0K9B Spring 0GA. Spring 0K Spring MG Stud MBG Switch-P, Range
0K Washer K Washer-Plain K Washer-Spring K Parts like Change Control System are shipped
directly from authorized Kia dealers and backed by the manufacturer's warranty. Parts fit for the
following vehicle options. Engine: 1. Body: 4 Door Sedan. Our Customers Reviews. Award
Winning Customer Service.

